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A novel about honour, love and happily-ever-after.

Rebecca Beaumont runs a school from her family’s parlour. Rebecca’s mother puts a stop to it out of fear that she

and her sister Diana will not find a suitable husband. Her mother’s fears seem founded as the man Rebecca loves

insists she stop teaching. Rebecca, heartbroken but ever resilient, is determined to find another option to teach the

local poor children. 

Tristan Forbes is the new Duke of Hillington. He never expected or wanted the title but after the death of his brother

he has no choice. He has no affection for those who are suddenly seeking his attention, especially the women. To get

away from the vapid and ambitious people he visits his long-time friend, Nicholas Robshaw. Tristan never counted

on his world being rocked by the beautiful Rebecca.
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When Tristan and Rebecca stumble upon each other they have a fiery encounter leaving them wanting more.

Unfortunately, decisions are made that put the beginnings of their relationship in jeopardy. Now there are two

interested parties set on keeping them apart, add a lie by omission, and will their love be destroyed?

Can Tristan and Rebecca find their happy ending? Find out in The Lady and the Secret DukeThe Lady and the Secret Duke a sweet regency

romance by bestselling author Charlotte Darcy.
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